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Covestro at the Formnext 2021 trade fair in Frankfurt/Main, Germany

New functional materials and expanded portfolio
for 3D printing
Materials manufacturer Covestro will introduce several new functional materials
and showcase its functional materials portfolio for multiple 3D printing
technologies at Formnext 2021 from November 16-19 in Frankfurt/Main,
Germany. On display will be key applications in materials from its expanded
portfolio following the recent additive manufacturing business acquisition,
including its established Somos® resins and engineering-grade thermoplastics.
Functional material solutions – meeting the needs of multiple end markets – that
will be introduced and displayed at Formnext 2021 include:
• New powder materials for selective laser sintering (SLS), high speed
sintering (HSS), and new filaments for fused deposition modeling (FDM)
• E-PerformTM optimized for EnvisionTEC’s equipment, bringing the benefits
of Somos® PerFORM to a faster and more economical printer technology,
released at RAPID + TCT in September
• Somos® PerFORM HW, the DLP/LCD version of their industry-leading SLA
resin Somos® PerFORM, including proven post-processing solutions
developed with automated resin removal technology from PostProcess
Technologies Inc.
• Somos® WaterShed AF, the new launched stereolithography resin that
simplifies 3D printing investment casting patterns
• Low Smoke filament PA6/66-GF20 FR LS, whose certifications for flame,
smoke and toxicity (FST) and easy printing make it a popular flame retardant
material in the railway industry; the filament is part of the filament business
acquisition mid 2020
• Proven material-machine solutions for PBT printing with Farsoon
• Digital tools for scaling additive manufacturing, including the anisotropic
design optimization software launched with ParaMatters at RAPID+TCT,
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and a virtual AM expert which helps customers navigate brand-agnostic AM
solutions for their applications.
The booth will feature applications for the automotive and transportation, sports
and lifestyle, industrial, electronics, and medical industries printed in a variety of
Covestro’s materials for stereolithography, fused filament fabrication, fused
granulate fabrication (pellet printing), DLP/LCD 3D printing and powder bed
fusion.
Focusing on functional materials, industry experts will be at the booth discussing
the current state of engineering-grade materials in the industry, various test
methods developed by industry groups to replicate application conditions in
vertical markets, and how Covestro continues to develop truly functional 3D
printing solutions.
Hugo da Silva, Head of Additive Manufacturing at Covestro commented:
"Everybody across the AM value chain recognizes that industrial AM will only
occur if and when manufacturers have the functional materials that bring the
required properties to their components. We are excited to attend a physical
Formnext event and show what our two bright teams have been working on in
the past two years."
Visit Covestro at booth C11 in Hall 12.1. Start early and learn more about our
solutions on our Formnext web page.
About Covestro
With 2020 sales of EUR 10.7 billion, Covestro is among the world’s leading
polymer companies. Business activities are focused on the manufacture of hightech polymer materials and the development of innovative, sustainable solutions
for products used in many areas of daily life. In doing so, Covestro is fully
committed to the circular economy. The main industries served are the
automotive and transportation industries, construction, furniture and wood
processing, as well as electrical, electronics, and household appliances
industries. Other sectors include sports and leisure, cosmetics, health and the
chemical industry itself. At the end of 2020, Covestro has 33 production sites
worldwide and employs approximately 16,500 people (calculated as full-time
equivalents).
Learn more about Covestro additive manufacturing on addigy.covestro.com; for
the former-DSM-now-Covestro additive manufacturing business please visit
am.covestro.com
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This news release may contain forward-looking statements based on current assumptions and forecasts
made by Covestro AG. Various known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors could lead to
material differences between the actual future results, financial situation, development or performance of
the company and the estimates given here. These factors include those discussed in Covestro’s public
reports which are available at www.covestro.com. The company assumes no liability whatsoever to
update these forward-looking statements or to conform them to future events or developments.
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